New R2v3 translations published...
SERI thanks volunteer reviewers

With the addition of the Spanish and Japanese translations of R2v3 to the R2 Document Library, R2v3 is now available in six languages. After each professional translation was completed, it was reviewed for accuracy by volunteers with expertise in the industry and who were knowledgeable about R2. The volunteer teams spent many hours examining the translations line by line to help ensure the requirements and complex terminology were correctly conveyed.

SERI would like to publicly recognize the reviewers for their significant contributions on the following translations:

- **French** – Louis Reny and Fabrice Lantheaume (R2 auditors)
- **Portuguese** – Dalis Garzon and Debora Lossolli (R2 certified Mainstream Global, Brazil)
- **Japanese** – Kunihiko Ozawa (Managing Director of R2 certified TES-AMM JAPAN K.K)
- **Chinese** – Johnsen Zhang and Jane Zhou (R2 auditors)
- **Spanish** – Marcos Hernandez, Carlos Vazquez, Francisco Vazquez, Miguel Vallejo, Marco Calderon, Oscar Reyes (R2 auditors)

**SERI would like to give special thanks** to the team that worked on the Spanish translation. The extended time they devoted to editing is deeply appreciated.